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Remington varmint sf Bolt Action .308 Rifles £ 1,290

Description

Remington 700 SF 26" In : 22/250 44.5” 26” 223 44.5” 26” 308 44.5” 26 THE LAST WORD IN PRECISION
VARMINTING. Built on the legendary Model 700™ cylindrical action, Remington® Varmint rifles are the most
accurate factory-built models we produce. You’ll be stunned by the degree of precision you get straight out of the
box. The varmints won’t be so lucky. If you value tiny groups and the big-time weather resistance of stainless
steel and synthetic, consider our Model 700™ Varmint Stainless Fluted (SF) an instant treasure. Its 26" heavy-
contour barrel is fluted for weight reduction while maintaining rigidity and rapid cooling. The concave dish crown
protects the rifling lands and promotes tack-driving bullet flight. The rugged synthetic stock has overmolded
panels for a sure grip and a vented beavertail fore-end that keeps air flowing around the barrel. There are dual
front swivel studs for sling and bi-pod. If you value tiny groups and the big-time weather resistance of stainless
steel and synthetic, consider our Model 700™ Varmint Stainless Fluted (SF) an instant treasure. Its 26" heavy-
contour barrel is fluted for weight reduction while maintaining rigidity and rapid cooling. 26" heavy contour barrel
(most models), for the ultimate in long-range accuracy Concave target-style barrel crown Remington® synthetic
stock with over-molded grip panels Six longitudinal flutes reduce barrel weight and increase heat dissipation Dual
front swivel stud system for convenient mounting of bi-pod and sling X-Mark Pro® externally adjustable trigger
SuperCell® Recoil Pad

Condition: New  Sale type: Trade  

Make: Remington  Model: varmint sf  

Manufactured Year: 2017  Calibre: .308  

Certificate: Firearm - Section 1  Orientation: Right Handed  

Barrel length: 26"  Overall length: 44.5"  

Your reference: 84345  Gun Status: Activated  

Recommended Usage: Various
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